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BACKGROUND 

Implementation of Internal Quality Assurance System in Program Level 

Guidelines and Standards of Quality Assurance are the main references for maintaining and improving 
quality.  These guidelines and standards are mandatory for all units in the University and will be used 
as the instruments to assess the performance of all academic program and activities. IQA is an 
integrated system that is implemented hierarchically from university level down to the faculty and 
department level. All quality regulations set up at university level must be followed by subordinate 
units, although lower level units can apply higher standards of quality. Instruments for general 
standards as part of monitoring and performance evaluation are given in separate book (Quality 
Standard Book). 

Internal Quality Assurance starts from regular monitoring of academic program at the lowest level.  As 
the key actors of academic services, lecturers/researchers perform their duties in teaching/education 
and research, as well as engaging in community and/or industrial services.  The execution of teaching, 
research and community/industrial services must follow university regulations, and it is the duty of 
IQA unit to determine their adherence to quality regulations. At faculty and department level IQA unit 
is called Monitoring, Assessment and Evaluation task force or MONEV task force. 

In term of education program, at every end of semester lecturers are obligated to prepare course 
portfolio and/or rubric for every course subject they taught. Course portfolio is an instrument that 
reflects the implementation of courses based on syllabus and curriculum of study program and how 
the intended course learning outcomes are achieved.  Courses’ portfolios and other documents will 
be reviewed by MONEV task force; compared it against the syllabus and intended learning outcomes.  
The portofolios are assessed by the head of study program as teacher’s performance.  

Regular curriculum review is performed in two levels: study program level, every year and faculty level, 
every five year.  The curriculum review in study program level aims at determining whether the 
implementation of education program during the year has been implemented in accordance to the 
applicable regulations and whether the program educational objectives and targeted education 
performance have been met or even exceeded. If the results are not as expected, the Head of 
Department will assign the head of study program to take necessary corrective actions. Result of study 
program’s regular curriculum review is also reported to Dean of Faculty and university management 
as well as to the university IQA unit.  In each level, QA task force and IQA unit will assess the record of 
academic performance to determine its adherence to faculty and university QA regulations and 
standards.  Similarly, if the performance does not meet the minimum standard, university 
management and Dean of Faculty can order the Head of Department to take necessary corrective 
action.  Using similar approach and process, if the review results are satisfactory, Head of Department 
can also initiate action plan for improvement. 

Examples for instrument that can be developed in program level of some quality standards (student, 
lecturer and facilities/ laboratories) can be seen below and explanation for developing the general 
templates are given. 
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General explanation for instruments templates as follows: 

1. IQA in university level should set up standards (student, lecturer, supporting staff, facilities, 
curriculum, academic activities, thesis/ final project report, internship, graduates and 
alumni) or others standards that the university thinks necessary. The minimum standard 
should be set up based on the average of every faculty/ school data and the need of 
university to serve quality education to the country. 

2. In every standard, for example standard for facilities, several criteria can be set up, for 
example: 

 university provides classrooms, laboratories, studios and workspaces for 
undergraduate and graduate students which are enough to run good quality 
education 

 Laboratories and studios meet regulatory safety, health and environment, and 
maintained on a regular basis. The capacity of the laboratory / studio adjusted to the 
type / nature of the practicum / assignments and lab equipment used in order to be 
implemented properly. Extensive laboratory per work station is 1.5 to 5 m2, and 
spacious studio is 2-4 m2 / work station.  

 Availibility of the shared study room for Undergraduate students 
 And so on 

3. For every criteria, indicator should be set up. For example for laboratories: availibility of 
laboratories regulation must put in every lab. 

4. Minimum standard should be set up by IQA at least at university level. For example for 
laboratories: The safety, health and environment regulations are met, the area of laboratory 
per workstation is 1.5 m2 

5. Measurement method: for example for laboratories:  Measure the laboratory's dimension 
and the highest number of students who study in that particular class. If there are more than 
one laboratory, take the least ratio number. Include the number / name of the laboratory 
and the course code 

6. The data source is also mentioned, whether in university level, faculty or school level or in 
program level. 

The template can be adjusted according to the need of IQA and quality standard level of university, 
faculty or department level. 

Examples of Instruments for monitoring, quality audit in program level by Internal Quality 
Assurance:  

1. Standard for student: instrument for internal assessor and instrument to be filled by the 
programs 

2. Standard for lecturer: instrument for internal assessor and instrument to be filled by the 
programs 

3. Standard for facilities: instrument for internal assessor and instrument to be filled by the 
programs 
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Example: Instrumen for internal assesor (ad hoc team from IQA) for Student standard 
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Example: instrument to be filled by the Program for student standard 
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e  

NO Criteria Minimum Standard 0 1 2 3 4 Data
4,1 Classrooms, Laboratories, Studios

a Institute provides classrooms, laboratories, studios 
and workspaces for undergraduate and graduate 
students which are enough to run good quality 
education 

Complaint (lecturer or student) 
15% and stable academic result

* The classrooms are provided, 
laboratories and workspaces are not 
provided

* The classrooms and 
laboratories are provided, but 
workspaces are not provided

* The classrooms, 
laboratories, and workspaces 
are provided, but they are 
not enough for 
Graduate/Doctorate students

* The classrooms, 
laboratories, and workspaces 
are provided and enough

* The classrooms, 
laboratories, and workspaces 
are provided, enough, and 
with a good quality

b Laboratories are grouped into a laboratory science, and 
computer engineering

Availability of 1 laboratory 
group

* Laboratory is not provided * There is only 1 laboratory 
group provided (science, 
engineering or computer)

* There are 2 laboratory 
groups provided (science, 
engineering or computer)

* There are 3 laboratory 
groups provided with a good 
grouping

* There are more than 3 
laboratory groups provided 
with a good grouping

The capacity of classrooms is 
sufficient for the students, in 
accordance with the nature of 
the course, the area of the 
classroom is 1 m2/student

* The classrooms have not been 
grouped, the capacity of classromes is 
not sufficient compared to the total 
number of students

* The classrooms have not 
been grouped, the capacity of 
classromes is suffiecient 
compared to the total number 
of students

* The classrooms have been 
grouped, the capacity of 
classromes is suffiecient 
compared to the total 
number of students

* The classrooms have been 
grouped, the capacity of 
classromes is suffiecient 
compared to the total 
number of students, but they 
are still not in accordance 
with its delivery plan

* The classrooms have been 
grouped, the capacity of 
classromes is suffiecient 
compared to the total number 
of students, but they are in 
accordance with its delivery 
plan

1 m2/student * Dimension/area is not in accordance 
with the number of students

* The dimension/area is in 
accordance with the number 
of students 1:1

* The ratio of dimension/area 
of the classrooms to the 
students is 2:1

The safety, health and 
environment regulations are 
met, the area of laboratory per 
workstation is 1.5 m2

*  Laboratories and studios' regulation 
documents have not been provided

*  Laboratories and studios' 
regulation documents have 
not been provided, but yet to 
be implemented

*  Laboratories and studios' 
regulation documents have 
been provided, 
implemented, but the safety, 
health and environment 
regulation has yet to be 
fulfilled

*  Laboratories and studios' 
regulation documents have 
been provided, 
implemented, the safety, 
health and environment 
regulation has been fulfilled, 
but they have not been 
maintained regularly

*  Laboratories and studios' 
regulation documents have 
been provided, implemented, 
the safety, health and 
environment regulation has 
been fulfilled, and 
maintained regularly

1,5 m2 * The area of laboratory per-
workstation  < 1,5m2.

* The area of laboratory per-
workstation  antara 1,5 - 5m2

* The area of laboratory per-
workstation  >  5m2

e The number of students per-works station adapted to 
the type of equipment, the nature and capacity of the 
lab work station.

The number of students per-
works station adapted to the 
type of equipment, the nature 
and capacity of the lab work 
station.
The room area is 2,5 
m2/workstation

* The room area per-
workstation  < 2,5m2.

* The room area per-
workstation  2,5 m2

* The room area per-
workstation > 2,5 m2 

1 workstation /student * > 1 Workstation/mahasiswa * 1 Workstation/mahasiswa
Availibility of the shared study room for 
Undergraduate stuedents

The shared study room is 
available

* The shared study room has not been 
provided

* The plan of the shared study 
room is available but the room 
has not been provided

* The shared study room has 
been provided, but yet to be 
used

* The shared study room has 
been provided, but it is not 
enough for the students

* The shared study room is 
provided and enough

The shared study room for Graduate/Doctorate 
students 2 m2 / student

The area of the study room is 2 
m2/student 

* The area of study room is < 2 
m2/student

* The area of study room is 2 
m2/student

* The area of study room is > 2 
m2/student

independent work space Doctorate students who do 
research is 4 m2 / student.

The independent work space is 
4 m2/student

* The area of independent 
work space is  < 4 m2/student

* The area of independent 
work space is 4 m2/student

* The area of independent 
work space is >  4 m2/student

h Institute facilitates the classrooms with multi-media 
equipment, such as: LCD projector, sound system (for 
large classes) and internet access. Percentage 
classrooms with multimedia facilities is 50% of the 
total classrooms. 

50% of the total classroom has 
multimedia facilities

* The ratio of classrooms to the 
multimedia facilities is < 20%

* The ratio of classrooms to 
the multimedia facilities is : 
20% - 30%

* The ratio of classrooms to 
the multimedia facilities is : 
30% - 40%

* The ratio of classrooms to 
the multimedia facilities is : 
40% - 50%

* The ratio of classrooms to 
the multimedia facilities is > 
50%

g

d Laboratories and studios meet regulatory safety, 
health and environment, and maintained on a regular 
basis. The capacity of the laboratory / studio adjusted 
to the type / nature of the practicum / assignments 
and lab equipment used in order to be implemented 
properly. Extensive laboratory per work station is 1.5 
to 5 m2, and spacious studio is 2-4 m2 / work station. 

f Room area / computer laboratory is 2.5 m2 / work 
station and the number of practice participants is one 
work station / student

Standard 4: Facilities

c Classrooms are grouped into public classrooms, regular 
classrooms and small classrooms. The capacity of the 
classrooms should be in accordance with the type / 
nature of the course that lectures can be held properly 
and in accordance with its delivery plan. Spacious 
lecture halls are of 1 - 1.5 m2 / student
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total classrooms. 

i Classrooms, laboratories and studios utilized 
effectively and efficiently to implement a scheduling 
system for the use of lecture halls, laboratories and 
studios.

There is scheduling system for 
the use of classrooms, 
laboratories, and studios

* The scheduling system for the use of 
classrooms, laboratories, and studios 
has not been provided

* The Department has the 
scheduling system for the use 
of classrooms, laboratories, 
and studios, but yet to be 
implemented

* The Department has the 
scheduling system for the 
use of classrooms, 
laboratories, and studios, but 
partially implemented

* The Department has the 
scheduling system for the 
use of classrooms, 
laboratories, and studios, 
and it has been 
implemented thoroughly

* The Department has the 
scheduling system for the use 
of classrooms, laboratories, 
and studios,  implemented 
wholly, and evaluated on 
regular basis

4.2 Lecturers rooms
a Lecturers rooms sufficient for lecturers to run 

educational programs, research and community 
service as well as to maintain privacy

90% * Lecturers room is sufficient for < 50% 
of the lecturers

* Lecturers room is sufficient 
for :  50% - 60% of the lecturers

* Lecturers room is sufficient 
for :  60% - 80% of the 
lecturers

* Lecturers room is sufficient 
for :  80% - 90% of the 
lecturers

* Lecturers room is sufficient 
fori > 90% of the lecturers

b Lecturers rooms may take the form enclosed / semi-
enclosed office with a minimum area = 6 m2 per 
lecturer (*from SNPT Standard)

80% * Lecturers rooms with the form of 
enclosed / semi-enclosed office with a 
minimum area = 6 m2 per lecturer are 
< 50%

* Lecturers rooms with the 
form of enclosed / semi-
enclosed office with a 
minimum area = 6 m2 per 
lecturer are : 50% - 60%

*Lecturers rooms with the 
form of enclosed / semi-
enclosed office with a 
minimum area = 6 m2 per 
lecturer are : 60% - 70%

* Lecturers rooms with the 
form of enclosed / semi-
enclosed office with a 
minimum area = 6 m2 per 
lecturer are : 70% - 80%

* Lecturers rooms with the 
form of enclosed / semi-
enclosed office with a 
minimum area = 6 m2 per 
lecturer are > 80%

c Lecturers rooms equipped with facilities that can assist 
the lecturer in implementing University Tridarma and 
minimal consisting of: workbench (1), working chair 
professors (1), guest chairs (2), bookcase (1), filing 
cabinet (1), internet-connected computer (1), the 
printer (shared)

90% * Lecturers rooms equipped with 
facilities are  <50%

* Lecturers rooms equipped 
with facilities are :  50% - 60%

* Lecturers rooms equipped 
with facilities are :  60% - 80%

* Lecturers rooms equipped 
with facilities are :  80% - 90%

* Lecturers rooms equipped 
with facilities are > 90%

4,3 Workspace of academic staff
a Workspace of academic staffs is sufficient in order to 

support the educational program, research, and 
community services in UKA/UKP 

The workspace of academic 
staff is sufficient

* Workspace of academic staffs is 
<50%

* Workspace of academic 
staffs is : 50% - 60%

* Workspace of academic 
staffs is : 60% - 80%

* Workspace of academic 
staffs is : 80% - 90%

* Workspace of academic 
staffs is > 90%

b Workspace for academic staffs can take the form of 
semi-enclosed / shared-office with a minimum area = 
4 m2 / person 

4 m2/person * Workspace for academic staffs that 
take the form of semi-enclosed / 
shared-office with a minimum area = 4 
m2 / person are  < 50%

* Workspace for academic 
staffs that take the form of 
semi-enclosed / shared-office 
with a minimum area = 4 m2 / 
person are : 50% - 60%

* Workspace for academic 
staffs that take the form of 
semi-enclosed / shared-
office with a minimum area = 
4 m2 / person are : 60% - 80%

* Workspace for academic 
staffs that take the form of 
semi-enclosed / shared-
office with a minimum area = 
4 m2 / person are : 80% - 90%

* Workspace for academic 
staffs that take the form of 
semi-enclosed / shared-office 
with a minimum area = 4 m2 / 
person are > 90%

c Workspace for academic staffs are equipped with 
facilities that can support the staffs in their work and 
minimal consisting of: workbench (1), working chair 
professors (1), guest chairs (1), bookcase (1), filing 
cabinet (1), internet-connected computer (1), the 
printer (shared), telephone line (PABX).

Consists of: workbench (1), 
working chair professors (1), 
guest chairs (1), bookcase (1), 
filing cabinet (1), internet-
connected computer (1), the 
printer (shared), telephone line 
(PABX).

* Workspace for academic staffs that  
are equipped with facilities is <50%

* Workspace for academic 
staffs that  are equipped with 
facilities is :  50% - 60%

* Workspace for academic 
staffs that  are equipped with 
facilities is :  60% - 80%

* Workspace for academic 
staffs that  are equipped 
with facilities is :  80% - 90%

* Workspace for academic 
staffs that  are equipped with 
facilities is > 90%

4.4 Library
a The Faculty provides a library that can be accessed by 

the entire academic community to support the 
learning process 

ITB has library * Library has not been provided * Library has been provided, 
but the access is limited

* Library has been provided 
and easily accessed, but the 
book collection has not met 
with minimum standard of 
SAP of Compulsory Subject

* Library has been provided 
and easily accessed, the 
book collection has met with 
minimum standard of SAP of 
Compulsory Subject

* Library has been provided 
and easily accessed, and the 
book collection has exceed 
the minimum standard of SAP 
of Compulsory Subject

UNIVERSIYT

b The library area is sufficient to support learning
process optimally. Ratio of the area of library to the
number of students is 0,5 m2/student

Area of library is 0.5 m2/student * Area of library is < 0,5 
m2/student

* Area of library is 0,5 
m2/student

* Area of library is > 0,5 
m2/student

UNIVERSITY

c The library provides compulsory subjects textbooks The compulsory subjects * The compulsory subjects textbooks * The compulsory subjects * The compulsory subjects * The compulsory subjects * The compulsory subjects 
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c The library provides compulsory subjects textbooks
according to the needs of the curriculum. The
minimum number of cumpolsory subjects textbooks
are 144 and updated according to the needs of the
curriculum

The compulsory subjects 
textbooks are available

* The compulsory subjects textbooks 
are unavailable

* The compulsory subjects 
textbooks are available with 
limited amount

* The compulsory subjects 
textbooks are available with 
enough amount to be read in 
place

* The compulsory subjects 
textbooks are available with 
enough amount to be read in 
place, but not to be 
borrowed

* The compulsory subjects 
textbooks are available with 
enough amount to be read in 
place and borrowed UNIVERSITY

d Libraries provide textbooks to support optional
subjects and enrichment of the student's knowledge.
The minimum number oftextbooks to support the
optional subjects / enrichment of the knowledge of
students is 1200 titles

The optional subjects textbooks 
are available

* The optional subjects textbooks are 
unavailable

* The optional subjects 
textbooks are available with 
limited amount

* The optional subjects 
textbooks are available with 
enough amount to be read in 
place

* The optional subjects 
textbooks are available with 
enough amount to be read in 
place, but not to be 
borrowed

* The optional subjects 
textbooks are available with 
enough amount to be read in 
place and borrowed

UNIVERSITY

e The library provides a collection of Audio Visual with
the ratio of AV's title to total collection is 2%

The ratio of Audio Visual title 
collection to total collections is 
2%.

* The Audio Visual  title is not 
available

* The Audio Visual collection 
is available with total title 
collection < 0,5%

* The Audio Visual collection 
is available with total title 
collection 0,5% - 1%

* The Audio Visual collection 
is available with total title 
collection 1% - 2%

* The Audio Visual collection 
is available with total title 
collection > 2% UNIVERSITY

f Library provides journals / scientific magazines that are 
accessible to students (hard-copy). Numbers of journal
/ scientific magazines that are accessible student are 6
titles, with the publication of the complete edition

The textbooks are available in 
hardcopy

* The hardcopy journal/scientific 
magazines/textbooks are unavailable

* The hardcopy 
journal/scientific 
magazines/textbooks are 
available, but the students 
could not access them

* The hardcopy 
journal/scientific 
magazines/textbooks are 
available with limited access

* The hardcopy 
journal/scientific 
magazines/textbooks are 
available and accessible to 
be read in place

* The hardcopy 
journal/scientific 
magazines/textbooks are 
available and accessible to be 
borrowed

UNIVERSITY

g Library provides on-line journal / scientific magazines.
Numbers of journal / scientific magazines that are
accessible on-line are 7047 titles per study program.

The textbooks are available 
online

* The online journal/scientific 
magazines/textbooks are unavailable

* The online journal/scientific 
magazines/textbooks are 
available, but the students 
could not access them

* The online 
journal/scientific 
magazines/textbooks are 
available with limited access

* The online 
journal/scientific 
magazines/textbooks are 
available and accessible to 
be read in place

* The online journal/scientific 
magazines/textbooks are 
available and accessible to be 
borrowed UNIVERSITY

Total hours/services is 76,5 
hours/week

* Total hours/services is < 40 
hours/week

* Total hours/services is : 40 - 
50 hours/week

* Total hours/services is : 50 - 
60 hours/week

* Total hours/services is : 60 - 
76,5 hours/week

* Total hours/services is > 
76,5 hours/week

UNIVERSITY

14 days * The books' lending period is < 7 hari * The books' lending period is 
: 7 - 10 hari

* The books' lending period 
is : 10 - 12 hari

* The books' lending period 
is : 12 - 14 hari

* The books' lending period is 
> 14 hari UNIVERSITY

i For student learning center, library provides reading 
rooms with a capacity of 0.3 m2 / student

0,3 m2/student * The capacity of reading 
room is < 0.3 m2/students

* The capacity of reading 
room is 0.3 m2/students

* The capacity of reading 
room is > 0.3 m2/students UNIVERSITY

4.5 Internet
a Students can access the internet on campus. Wi-fi 

coverage inside buildings around the campus is 100%.
100% accessible * Access speed is slow, hotspot area is 

rare, and limited hotspot access
* Access speed is slow, 
hotspot area is rare, but easily 
access

* Access speed is medium, 
hotspot area is many and 
easily access

* Access speed is fast, 
hotspot area is many, but 
limited hotspot access

* Access speed is fast, 
hotspot area is many and 
easily access

b The Faculty provides the Internet with sufficient 
capacity, that is the ratio of the bandwidth is 5 Kbps / 
students.

5Kbps / student * Access speed is  < 1 Kbps/student * Access speed is : 1- 2,5 
Kbps/student

* Access speed is : 2,5 - 3,5 
Kbps/student

* Access speed is : 3,5 - 5 
Kbps/student

* Access speed is > 5 
Kbps/student

IT UNIT

h Libraries can serve the academic community efficiently 
and effectively for the learning process of students
and the Tridharma programs optimally. Number of
hours / service are 76.5 hours / week and the lending
period is 14 days.
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FACULTY

DEPARTMENT

NO Criteria Indicator Minimum Standard Measurement Method Data
4,1 Classrooms, Laboratories, Studios

a Institute provides classrooms, laboratories, studios 
and workspaces for undergraduate and graduate 
students which are enough to run good quality 
education 

Availability of  classrooms, 
laboratories, studios and 
workspaces

Complaint (lecturer or student) 
15% and stable academic result

Take questionnaires to 
Graduate/Doctorate students and look at 
the chosen students' results for the past 
2 years.

b Laboratories are grouped into a laboratory science, and 
computer engineering

Availability of grouping Availability of 1 laboratory 
group

Quite Clear

Availability of classroom 
group

The capacity of classrooms is 
sufficient for the students, in 
accordance with the nature of 
the course, the area of the 
classroom is 1 m2/student

Classroom area 1 m2/student

Availibility of laboratories 
regulation

The safety, health and 
environment regulations are 
met, the area of laboratory per 
workstation is 1.5 m2

Laboratory area 1,5 m2
e The number of students per-works station adapted to 

the type of equipment, the nature and capacity of the 
lab work station.

The ratio of the number of 
students per work station 
to the capacity of work 
station

The number of students per-
works station adapted to the 
type of equipment, the nature 
and capacity of the lab work 
station.

Calcuate the average number of total 
students who form one working practice 
group

Room area / computer 
laboratory

The room area is 2,5 
m2/workstation

the number of practice 
participants per work 
station

1 workstation /student

Availibility of the shared study room for 
Undergraduate stuedents

The ratio of area of the 
room to the number of 
students

The shared study room is 
available

Area of study room that is used 
independently by the students divided 
by the number of students in 
Department.

The shared study room for Graduate/Doctorate 
students 2 m2 / student

Study room area The area of the study room is 2 
m2/student 

Area of study room that is used 
independently by the students divided 
by the number of students in 
Department.

independent work space Doctorate students who do 
research is 4 m2 / student.

Independent work space 
area

The independent work space is 
4 m2/student

Area of research room that is used 
independently by the students divided 
by the number of students in 
Department.

h Institute facilitates the classrooms with multi-media 
equipment, such as: LCD projector, sound system (for 
large classes) and internet access. Percentage 
classrooms with multimedia facilities is 50% of the 
total classrooms. 

The ratio of the classrooms 
with multi-media 
equipment, such as: LCD 
projector, sound system 
(for large classes) and 
internet access.

50% of the total classroom has 
multimedia facilities

comparing the number of classrooms 
equipped with multimedia with the total 
number of classess

i Classrooms, laboratories and studios utilized 
effectively and efficiently to implement a scheduling 
system for the use of lecture halls, laboratories and 
studios.

Availibility of scheduling 
system for the use of 
lecture halls, laboratories 
and studios.

There is scheduling system for 
the use of classrooms, 
laboratories, and studios

The room's usage schedule is put inside 
the room, with the standard of procedure 
(SOP) description. If it has been available 
on the website , write the page number.

g

Laboratories and studios meet regulatory safety, 
health and environment, and maintained on a regular 
basis. The capacity of the laboratory / studio adjusted 
to the type / nature of the practicum / assignments 
and lab equipment used in order to be implemented 
properly. Extensive laboratory per work station is 1.5 
to 5 m2, and spacious studio is 2-4 m2 / work station. 

f Room area / computer laboratory is 2.5 m2 / work 
station and the number of practice participants is one 
work station / student

Calculate the area of computer room 
divided by the number of available 
computer. If there is more than one 
computer room, write down the least 
ratio.

d Measure the laboratory's dimension and 
the highest number of students who 
study in that particular class. If there are 
more than one laboratory, take the least 
ratio number. Include the number / 
name of the laboratory and the course 
code

4

c Classrooms are grouped into public classrooms, regular 
classrooms and small classrooms. The capacity of the 
classrooms should be in accordance with the type / 
nature of the course that lectures can be held properly 
and in accordance with its delivery plan. Spacious 
lecture halls are of 1 - 1.5 m2 / student

Measure the classroom's dimension and 
the highest number of students who 
study in that particular class. If there are 
more than one class, take the least ratio 
number. Include the number / name of 
the room and the course code

Standard 4: Facilities
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Based on the best practices, the above examples of written IQA standards are recommended and already 
implemented. However, every university in Mongolia should make adjustments depending the real condition 
in each university, not the standards, but the minimum standard and criterias to grade the achievement of 
every minimum standard that has been set up based on the average condition in the a university. As 
mentioned  in general explanation for instruments templates, the standards are common, non specific for a 
certain kind of field and in line with criterias in national and international accreditation. Therefor, it is 
applicable for all programs including natural sciences.The minimum standards for each standard will depend 
on overall data of university and the standard quality that university aims to.  

During this HERP Mongolia project, it is clear that every university such as MNUMS and NUM has many 
academic data that are generated as usual daily activities. However, the data is mainly still scatered and once 
needed for data collection, takes time to collect all the data. Therefor, it is recommended to build a database 
system in several levels and interconnected, for example student recruitment data should be provided from 
university level and the data of new students should be shared to faculty and program levels. The database for 
each student, especially students’grades should be built in program level and can be accessed by faculty and 
university level. The database system should be built integratively and yet realiable and only can be accessed 
by authorized staffs. For example, during registration time in each beginning of semester, the academic system 
shuld be opened and can be accessed by student’s advisor in certain period of time, then the head of study 
program can accessed the system  a bit longer than the students advisor, finally the vice dean for academic 
affairs can accessed the system longer that head of study program. In that case the accesibility to the system 
for authorized persons also has hierarchy in university. The established, organized and reliable database 
system is very crucial for IQA to do PDCA cycle and part of continuous improvement plan. Based on the 
database system, minimum standards and quality standards of each university can be set up. Regarding the 
information for review, monitoring and evaluation for all programs, including natural sciences, will be based 
on the quality standards and criterias that developed by IQA unit. In conclusion, the database system is 
mandatory, It is recommended that IQA unit whether only in university level or integrated with other level 
(faculty and program level) has to create the quality standards for university level, set up the minimum 
standard based on the database and set up the criterias for each minimum standard acheivement for the need 
of review, monitoring and evaluation and assessment purposes. 


